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Abstract
In these lectures, I pedagogically review some recent advances in the study
of the non-equilibrium dynamics of isolated quantum systems. In particular I
emphasise the role played by the reduced density matrix and by the entangle-
ment entropy in the understanding of the stationary properties after a quantum
quench. The idea that the stationary thermodynamic entropy is the entangle-
ment accumulated during the non-equilibrium dynamics is introduced and used
to provide quantitive predictions for the time evolution of the entanglement it-
self. The harmonic chain is studied as an elementary model in which the quench
dynamics can be easily and exactly worked out. This example provides a useful
playground where general concepts can be simply understood and later applied
to more complex and realistic systems.
1. Introduction
During the last decade there has been an intensive theoretical and experi-
mental activity aimed to understand the non-equilibrium dynamics of isolated
many-body quantum systems. Among the important questions that these in-
vestigations have been trying to answer, we will focus in understanding whether
is possible that for large time these systems can attain stationary properties,
in which sense this is compatible with the unitary time evolution of quantum
mechanics, and under what conditions these stationary properties are the same
as in a statistical ensembe. For the interested reader, there are several excellent
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reviews [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] which consider almost all possible aspects of the non-
equilibrium dynamics of isolated quantum systems. These reviews are much
more complete of the present lecture notes which instead report only some in-
troductory and elementary aspects of the problem since they are addressed to
young students willing to have a first idea about the subject.
The problem we consider is that of a many-body quantum system prepared
at time t = 0 in a non-equilibrium state |Ψ0〉 and let evolve with a Hamiltonian
H. At time t, the time evolved state is (we set h¯ = 1)
|Ψ(t)〉 = e−iHt|Ψ0〉. (1)
The initial state |Ψ0〉 can be thought as the ground state of another Hamiltonian
H0 such that [H,H0] 6= 0. We have in mind the situation in which one of the
parameters of the Hamiltonian is suddenly changed at t = 0 and for this reason
this non-equilibrium protocol is usually referred to as a quantum quench [7, 8].
Uncountable theoretical and experimental investigations have shown that for
large times and in the thermodynamic limit, the expectation values of a class
of observables relax to stationary values (see e.g. the aforementioned reviews
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]). In some cases, these stationary values coincide with those in
a thermal ensemble, although the dynamics governing the evolution is unitary
and the initial state is pure. Indeed, the first study addressing the thermalisa-
tion of an isolated quantum system is by Von Neumann and dates back to 1929
[9]. One of the main reasons for the explosion of activity in the field during the
last decade is the developing of experimental ultra-cold atom techniques pre-
senting the unique feature of experimental control over interaction parameters,
dimensionality, and isolation. These experiments provided pioneering results
allowing to test the relaxation and the thermalisation of closed quantum sys-
tems [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
These lecture notes are organised as follows. In Sec. 2 one cold-atomic
experiment is briefly reviewed to show how relaxation and thermalisation indeed
happen in isolated quantum systems. In Sec. 3 the concept of reduced density
matrix is introduced to explain in which sense an isolated many-body quantum
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system can attain a stationary state. In Sec. 4 the entanglement entropy is
defined and its role for the non-equilibrium dynamics is highlighted. In Sec.
5 the harmonic chain is vonsidered as a simple example to study the quench
dynamics and to test some of the ideas introduced earlier. Finally in 6 we
explain the quasiparticle picture for the spreading of entanglement and show
that, complemented with the knowledge of the stationary state, it could be used
to obtain quantitative predictions for the time evolution of the entanglement
entropy in a generic integrable model.
2. The quantum Newton cradle
The quantum Newton cradle [10] is the first cold atomic experiment showing
the importance of the conservation laws for the non-equilibrium dynamics of
isolated quantum systems. In this experiment, a cloud of a few hundred atoms
of rubidium is initially prepared in a harmonic trapping potential in thermal
equilibrium at a very low temperature (which can be assumed to zero for any
practical purpose). The gas is dilute enough so that the interaction between
two bosons can be considered point-like (i.e. a δ-function two-body interaction),
but it is strong and not neglegible. The cloud is split by a laser beam in two
counter-propagating clouds with opposite momentum. The two clouds climb the
harmonic potential in opposite direction up to when they reach the maximum
value allowed by energy conservation; then they alight toward the centre of the
trap where they interact and then climb again the potential; the process goes
over and over for many times before relaxation takes place. The time evolution
is essentially unitary during the probed time window.
The time evolution of the momentum distribution function is measured and
averaged over several experimental realisations. The results show that this
observable attains for large time a stationary distribution, but the stationary
values depend on the dimensionality. In two and three dimensions, the system
relaxes very quickly and thermalises; instead in one dimension, it relaxes slowly
to a non-thermal and unusual distribution. The difference between the two cases
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relies on the fact that the one-dimensional system is (almost) integrable. Indeed
it is nowadays widely accepted that generic systems thermalise and integrable
ones relaxes to other statistical ensembles which take into account all the con-
straints imposed by the infinite number of conservation laws, as we shall see in
the following section.
3. Stationary state and reduced density matrix
The experiment in the previous section is only one of the many examples
showing that the stationary values of some observables after a quantum quench
are described by statistical ensembles, although the initial state is pure and the
time evolution is unitary. We need to clarify how we can accommodate this
behaviour with the laws of quantum mechanics, i.e. we need to understand in
which sense observables after a quantum quench can be described by a mixed
state such as the thermal one.
The crucial concept to solve this apparent paradox is the reduced density
matrix. This is defined as follows. Let us consider a non-equilibrium many-
body quantum system (in arbitrary dimension) and bipartite it, i.e. consider
two complementary spatial parts denoted as A and B respectively. Because of
the unitarity of the time evolution, the entire system A∪B will always be in the
pure state |Ψ(t)〉 in Eq. (1), but this is not the case if we focus our attention
(and our measurements) on the subsystem A. The physics of the subsystem
A is fully encoded in the reduced density matrix obtained by tracing over the
degrees of freedom in B
ρA(t) = TrB
[
ρ(t)
]
, (2)
where ρ(t) = |Ψ(t)〉〈Ψ(t)| denotes the density matrix of the entire system. Al-
though ρ(t) is a projector, ρA(t) generically corresponds to a mixed state with
non-zero entropy.
The reduced density matrix ρA(t) is all we need to describe the correlation
functions local within A: If we are interested in the expectation value of a
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product of local operators
∏
iO(xi) with xi ∈ A this is given by
〈Ψ(t)|
∏
i
O(xi)|Ψ(t)〉 = Tr[ρA(t)O(xi)] . (3)
Thus as long as we are interested in local observables we do not have to retain
information about the entire system, but we can limit to ρA(t).
We are ready to understand in which sense a closed quantum system can
relax to a stationary state [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. If for all finite subsystems A
embedded in an infinite system, the limit of the reduced density matrix for
infinite time exists, i.e. if it exists
lim
t→∞ ρA(t) = ρA(∞) , (4)
then we will say that the system relaxes to a stationary state. Two comments
are important: i) The entire system must be infinite and the infinite time limit
must be taken after the thermodynamic one; the two limits do not commute
and for finite systems phenomena like quantum revivals and recurrence prevent
relaxation (but it is still possible that time averaged quantities attain values
described by a statistical ensemble); ii) Since Eq. (4) must be valid for all finite
subsystems, also the limit for very large subsystem A can be taken, but after
the infinite time limit; again the two limits do not commute. Summarising,
there are three possible limits involved in this definition of the stationary state.
These limits do not commute and only one precise order leads to a consistent
definition.
We want now to understand when ρA(∞) corresponds statistical ensemble
(e.g. thermal) and in which sense. We will say that the stationary state is
described by a statistical ensemble with density matrix ρE for the entire system,
if its reduced density matrix
ρA,E = TrB(ρE), (5)
equals ρA(∞), i.e. if for any finite subsystem A, it holds
ρA(∞) = ρA,E . (6)
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This implies that arbitrary local multi-point correlation functions within subsys-
tem A, like those in (3), may be evaluated as averages with the density matrix
ρE . By no means this implies that ρE equals the density matrix of the whole
system which is clearly impossible corresponding the former a mixed state and
the latter a pure one.
A system will thermalise when ρE is the standard Gibbs distribution ρE ∝
e−βH . The inverse temperature β is not a free parameter which can be adjusted
to fit the data, but it must be fixed by the requirement that the Hamiltonian
(i.e. the energy) is a conserved quantity. In particular its initial and stationary
values must be equal, implying
Tr[HρE ] = 〈Ψ0|H|Ψ0〉. (7)
Thermalisation as explained above is expected to take place every time the
Hamiltonian governing the time evolution is not integrable. This expectation
is supported by theoretical arguments such as the eigenstate thermalisation
hypothesis [23, 24, 25], it is compatible with a large number of simulations (see
e.g. [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]), and it is supported by several cold-atom experiments
[10, 11, 15, 17].
When dealing with an integrable model, the relaxation is very different be-
cause all the constraints imposed by the conservation laws must be taken into
account. Integrable models have an infinite number of mutual commuting inte-
grals of motion, i.e. [In, Im] = 0 (conventionally one of these Im is the Hamil-
tonian, but it could be even a linear combination). Under these circumstances
the proper statistical ensemble describing the system for long time is expected
to be a generalised Gibbs ensemble (GGE) [31] rather than a thermal one. The
density matrix of the GGE is [31]
ρGGE =
e−
∑
n λnIn
Z
, (8)
where the In form a complete set (in some sense) of integrals of motion and
Z is the normalisation constant Z = Tr e−
∑
n λnIn ensuring TrρGGE = 1. The
Lagrange multipliers λn are not free parameters, but are determined by the
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requirement that the conserved charges assume the same value in the stationary
state and in the initial one:
Tr[In ρGGE] = 〈Ψ0|In|Ψ0〉. (9)
Accordingly, there are no free parameters in the GGE density matrix.
In the above definition of the GGE, we have been hiding a very crucial point:
we must specify which integrals of motion enter in the GGE density matrix above
and what makes the set complete. The novelty compared to classical integrable
systems is that an arbitrary quantum model has too many integrals of motion,
regardless of its integrability. For example, all the projectors on the eigenstates
On = |En〉〈En|, are conserved quantities for all Hamiltonians. Anyhow, these
cannot generally influence the stationary state because otherwise (among the
many awkward consequences) no system will ever thermalise. Furthermore, the
GGE built taking all these projectors into account is equivalent to time-average
expectation values, but this is a trivial result that contrasts the economy of
the ensemble description of statistical physics. Indeed this ensemble (known as
diagonal ensemble) retains all of the information about the initial state, rather
than information about only a minimal set of integrals of motion. The solution
of this enigma is that, as long as we are interested in the expectation values of
local observables such as the reduced density matrix, only integrals of motion
with some particular locality properties must be included in the GGE [32, 21, 22].
An integral of motion is said to be local if it can be written as an integral (sum
in the case of a lattice model) of a given local density. Anyhow, it has been
recently shown that also a more complicated class integrals of motion known
as quasi-local [33] have the right physical features to be included in the GGE
[34, 35], but a deeper explanation of these conserved charges is far beyond the
goal of these lectures.
4. Entanglement entropy in many-body quantum systems
Entanglement is a fundamental feature of quantum mechanics which has no
analogue in the classical world. It implies that the measurement of an observ-
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able may affect drastically and instantaneously the outcome of a measurement
on another part of the system, no matter how far apart they are. At first sight,
it is very difficult to imagine any connection between entanglement and ther-
modynamics, but the physical world never stops to surprise us and indeed the
two concepts got highly intertwined in the study of non-equilibrium dynamics
of isolated systems.
To understand this connection we should make a small detour into the defini-
tion of the bipartite entanglement in a many body quantum system, a field that
in the last decade experienced a golden era, see e.g. the reviews [36, 37, 38, 39].
Let us consider an extended quantum system in a pure state |Ψ〉 and take a
bipartition into two complementary parts A and B, as we did in the previous
section. Generically, the degrees of freedom with support in A span the Hilbert
space HA and the ones in B the complementary space HB . Schmidt decom-
position guarantees that for an arbitrary pure state |Ψ〉 and for an arbitrary
bipartition, there exist two bases |wAα 〉 of HA and |wBα 〉 of HB such that the
state can be written as
|Ψ〉 =
∑
α
λα|wAα 〉 ⊗ |wBα 〉. (10)
The Schmidt eigenvalues λα are a measure of the non separability of the state,
i.e. of the entanglement. If there is only one non-zero λα = 1, then the state is
an unentangled product state. The entanglement increases as more and more
λα are non-zero and as they get more similar to each other.
In terms of the Schmidt eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the reduced density
matrix ρA = TrB |Ψ〉〈Ψ| can be written as
ρA =
∑
α
|λα|2|wAα 〉〈wAα |, (11)
and analogously for the reduced density matrix ρB with |wAα 〉 replaced by |wBα 〉.
The entanglement between A and B, encoded in the coefficients λα can be
quantified by the entanglement entropy, defined as the von Neumann entropy
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of one of the reduced density matrices, i.e.
SA = −TrρA ln ρA = −
∑
α
|λα|2 ln |λα|2 = −TrρB ln ρB . (12)
It is beyond the goals of this lecture to show in which sense entanglement
entropy is a good measure of entanglement (see e.g. [40] for clarifications of this
issue), but still we just to grasp some intuition about its meaning. To this aim,
let us consider the simplest entangled state composed by two spins:
|Ψ〉 = cosα|+−〉 − sinα| −+〉, (13)
with α ∈ [0, pi/2]. For α = 0, pi/2 the state |Ψ〉 is an unentangled product state
and the physical intuition suggests that the entanglement increases with α up to
a maximum at α = pi/4 (the singlet state) and symmetrically reduces to reach
zero as α gets to pi/2. It is straightforward to construct the reduced density
matrix of one of the two spins which is
ρA = cos
2 α|+〉〈+|+ sin2 α|−〉〈−|, (14)
with entanglement entropy
SA = − cos2 α ln cos2 α− sin2 α ln sin2 α , (15)
which has all the physical expected properties and takes the maximum value
ln 2 on the singlet state.
An intuitive and elementary way to think to the entanglement in extended
systems is the following. Let us imagine a many-body system composed of many
spins on a lattice. Let us consider a state which is a collection of singlets between
different pairs of spins at arbitrary distances (incidentally these states exist and
have very important physical applications). Taking the bipartition into A and
B, the entanglement entropy is just SA = nA:B ln 2 with nA:B being the number
of singlets shared between the two parts and ln 2 the entanglement of one singlet.
Thus the entanglement entropy measures these quantum correlations between
spins that can be very far apart.
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The most studied aspect of the entanglement entropy is its scaling behaviour
in the ground state of systems with a local Hamiltonian (see e.g. the reviews
[36, 37, 38, 39]). It is nowadays established that the entanglement entropy in
the ground state of a gapped system generically scales with the area separating
A and B [38, 41]. In one-dimensional gapless system, partitioning an infinite
system in a finite interval of length ` and the reminder, generically a logarithmic
behaviour with the size ` of the subsystem is expected [42, 43, 44]. However,
although this is one of the most active research fields of current times, here we
are not interesting in the ground state of a local Hamiltonian, but in the time
dependent states after a quantum quench.
We are already in position to say what is the stationary value of the entan-
glement entropy SA(∞) = −TrρA(∞) ln ρA(∞). Indeed, in the previous section
we have established that a system is described for large times by a statistical en-
semble with density matrix ρE if, for any finite subsystem A, the reduced density
matrix ρA,E (see (5)) equals the infinite time limit ρA(∞) (see (4)). This means
that the stationary entanglement entropy equals SA,E = −TrρA,E ln ρA,E . But,
the entanglement entropy of the statistical ensemble is a thermodynamic quan-
tity and for this reason should scale like the volume of the subsystem. It also
means that any large subsystem A (how large will depend on the system) will
have SA,E which is proportional to the volume VA of the subsystem, i.e. SA,E
must be equal to the density of thermodynamic entropy SE = −TrρE ln ρE
times the volume of A. But SA,E = SA(∞), so that the stationary entangle-
ment entropy must have the same density as the thermodynamic entropy. In
practice we have just proved by words the following chains of identities:
s ≡ lim
V→∞
SE
V
= lim
VA→∞
lim
V→∞
SA,E
VA
= lim
VA→∞
lim
V→∞
SA(∞)
VA
. (16)
This identification between the asymptotic entanglement entropy and the ther-
modynamic one suggests that the non-zero thermodynamic entropy of the sta-
tistical ensemble is the entanglement accumulated during the time. Therefore,
understanding the entanglement evolution unveils how thermodynamics emerges
in isolated systems. The equivalence between the extensive parts of these en-
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tropies has been analytically tested for some systems of free fermions [45, 46]
and numerically in some more general cases [47, 48].
5. A simple solvable example: the harmonic chain
In the previous sections, we have introduced a number of concepts and ideas
that require to be tested against actual numerical or analytical calculations
in microscopical models. Many of these tests are nowadays available in the
literature, but given the short time available, here we focus on one of the simplest
models with an exactly solvable non-equilibrium dynamics, i.e. the harmonic
chain with hamiltonian
H =
1
2
N−1∑
n=0
[
pi2n +m
2ϕ2n + (ϕn+1 − ϕn)2
]
, (17)
and with periodic boundary conditions. This is a chain of N oscillators with
frequency (mass) m and with a first neighbour quadratic interaction. In (17)
ϕn and pin are the position and the momentum operators of the n-th oscillator,
with equal time commuting relations
[ϕm, pin] = iδnm [ϕn, ϕm] = [pin, pim] = 0 . (18)
In the context of quench dynamics the harmonic chain was firstly discussed
in [7].
The Hamiltonian is easily diagonalised in momentum space. The Fourier
transforms of the operators are1
ϕk =
1√
N
N−1∑
n=0
eipknϕn,
pik =
1√
N
N−1∑
n=0
eipknpin,
⇐⇒

ϕn =
1√
N
N−1∑
k=0
e−ipknϕk,
pin =
1√
N
N−1∑
k=0
e−ipknpik,
(19)
where the momentum is quantised as pk = 2pik/N . Notice that pik and ϕk are
not hermitian, but they satisfy
ϕ†k = ϕ−k, pi
†
k = pi−k. (20)
1We use the same symbols for the operators and for the Fourier transforms.
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The hamiltonian (17) in momentum space is
H =
1
2
N−1∑
k=0
[
pi†kpik + ϕ
†
kϕk
[
m2 + 2(1− cos pk)
]]
. (21)
Since pik and ϕk obey canonical commutation relations, this is the Hamiltonian
for a system of decoupled oscillators, each with frequency
2pk = m
2 + 2 (1− cos pk) . (22)
We will often denote pk by k when this is not confusing.
The Hamiltonian (21) can be written in terms of creation and annihilation
operators
ak =
1√
2k
(kϕk + ipik) , (23)
a†k =
1√
2k
(kϕ−k − ipi−k) , (24)
(satisfying [ak, a
†
k′ ] = δk,k) as
H =
N−1∑
k=0
k
(
a†kak +
1
2
)
. (25)
We consider the quantum quench in which the system is prepared in the
ground-state |ψ0〉 of H with m = m0, and at the time t = 0 the mass is quenched
to a different value m 6= m0. We use the notation 0k for the dispersion relation
in the initial state and the k for the one for t > 0. Analogously we denote by ak
and a†k the annihilation and creation operators of the post-quench Hamiltonian,
and by a0k and a
0
k
†
those of the pre-quench one.
The time-evolution of the post-quench annihilation operator in the Heisen-
berg picture is
aHk (t) = e
−iHtakaiHt = e−iktak, (26)
and its hermitian conjugate for the creation operator. Eq. (26) provides the
operator dynamics in terms of the post-quench modes, but only the action of
the pre-quench ones on the initial state is trivially known. What is then left
to do is to rewrite the former in terms of the latter. This is easily done using
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Eqs. (23) and (24) written for the pre- and post-quench dispersion relations 0k
and k respectively, and solving the resulting system of linear equations. The
solution is
ak =
1
2
a0k(√k0k +
√
0k
k
)
+ a0†−k
(√
k
0k
−
√
0k
k
) ≡ cka0k + dka0†−k , (27)
a†k =
1
2
a0k†(√k0k +
√
0k
k
)
+ a0−k
(√
k
0k
−
√
0k
k
) ≡ cka0k† + dka0−k .
These relations show that the post-quench modes at momentum k depend only
on the pre-quench ones at momentum k and −k (and viceversa). This means
that the initial state (i.e. the vacuum of a0k) can be thought as formed by a large
number of pairs of quasi-particles of the post-quench Hamiltonian with opposite
momenta. Indeed this property is valid quite generically in non-interacting
systems and even in integrable models for particular classes of initial states.
We have now all the ingredients to calculate the time-evolution of physical
observables. Since the one-point functions are trivially vanishing, here we focus
on the two-point function
〈ψ(t)|ϕnϕ0|ψ(t)〉 = 〈ψ0|ϕHn (t)ϕH0 (t)|ψ0〉 , (28)
with ϕHn (t) being the operator in the Heisenberg picture, whose time evolution
follows from Eqs. (19), (23), (24), (26) and it is given by
ϕHn (t) =
N−1∑
k=0
√
2
Nk
(
ei(pkn−kt)ak + e−i(pkn−kt)a
†
k
)
. (29)
Accordingly, the product of the two fields is
ϕHn (t)ϕ
H
0 (t) =
2
N
∑
k,k′
1√
kk′
(
ei(pkn−kt)ak + e−i(pkn−kt)a
†
k
)
×
(
e−ik′ tak′ + eik′ ta
†
k′
)
. (30)
This expression is a sum of bilinears in ak and a
†
k which can be rewritten as a
sum of bilinears in a0k and a
0†
k using Eq. (27). The latter are simply evaluated on
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the initial state which is annihilated by a0k. The relation between the bilinears
are worked out from (27) leading to (here we understand 〈·〉 = 〈ψ0| · |ψ0〉)
〈akak′〉 = 〈(cka0k + dka0†−k)(ck′a0k′ + dk′a0†−k′)〉 =
= ckdk′〈a0ka0†−k′〉 = ckdkδk,−k′ , (31)
〈aka†k′〉 = 〈(cka0k + dka0†−k)(ck′a0†k′ + dk′a0−k′)〉 =
= ckck′〈a0ka0†k′ 〉 = c2kδk,k′ , (32)
〈a†kak′〉 = 〈(cka0†k + dka0−k)(ck′a0k′ + dk′a0†−k′)〉 =
= dkdk′〈a0−ka0†−k′〉 = d2kδk,k′ , (33)
〈a†ka†k′〉 = 〈(cka0†k + dka0−k)(ck′a0†k′ + dk′a0−k′)〉 =
= dkck′〈a0−ka0†k′ 〉 = ckdkδk,−k′ . (34)
We can use the above relations to evaluate the two-point operator (30) on the
initial state and to finally arrive to
〈ϕn(t)ϕ0(t)〉 =
2
N
∑
k
1
k
[
ckdke
i(pkn−2kt) + c2ke
ipkn + d2ke
−ipkn + ckdke−i(pkn−2kt)
]
. (35)
The thermodynamic limit (N →∞) may be written as
〈ϕn(t)ϕ0(t)〉 =
∫ pi
−pi
dp
2pi
e−ipn
((0p)
2 + 2p)− ((0p)2 − 2p) cos(2pt)
2p
0
p
. (36)
For t = 0 and for m = m0 this two-point function reduces to the static ground-
state value, as it should.
The large time limit of the correlation function (36) is
〈ϕn(∞)ϕ0(∞)〉 =
∫ pi
−pi
eikn
((0k)
2 + 2k)
2k
0
k
dk, (37)
showing indeed that a stationary value is attained. Thus, while in momentum
space each mode oscillates with its own frequency, in real space the destructive
interference caused by the the Fourier transform results in a stationary value,
that, as we shall see soon, has quite peculiar features.
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5.1. The generalised Gibbs ensemble (GGE).
The goal of this subsection is to show that the stationary value of the two-
point correlation function (37) can be described by a generalised Gibbs ensemble
(GGE) taking into account the constraints on the dynamics imposed by the
integrals of motion. We consider the GGE built with the mode occupation
numbers nˆk = a
†
kak which trivially commute with the Hamiltonian [H, nˆk] = 0.
This GGE is
ρGGE = Z
−1e−
∑
k λknˆk . (38)
Anyhow, before performing this elementary calculation, we must stress that al-
though the charges nˆk are non-local, there is no contradiction with what stated
in the section 3 where we stressed the importance of the locality of the charges.
Indeed, it is easy to prove [21, 22], but beyond the goal of these lectures, that
despite being non local, the mode occupations are linear combinations of the
local charges Im, thus it is possible to rewrite
∑
k λknˆk =
∑
m γmIm and, con-
sequently, the GGEs built with nˆk and with Im are equivalent.
In order to specify the GGE we have to fix the Lagrange multipliers λk
according to Eq. (9), i.e. we have to impose that the expectation value of
nˆk in the initial state coincides with the one in the GGE. The initial value
nk ≡ 〈ψ0|nˆk|ψ0〉2 is read off from Eq. (33):
nk = 〈ψ0|nˆk|ψ0〉 = 〈ψ0|a†kak|ψ0〉 = d2k =
1
4
(
k
0k
+
0k
k
)
− 1
2
. (39)
The calculation of nˆk in the GGE is identical to the undergraduate calculation
in the Gibbs ensemble, in fact one has
〈nˆk〉GGE = Tr[nˆkρGGE] = − ∂
∂λk
lnZ , (40)
with
Z = Tre−
∑
k λknˆk =
∏
k
∞∑
nk=0
e−λknk =
∏
k
1
1− e−λk . (41)
2We denote by nˆk the operator and by nk its time independent expectation value
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Thus
〈nˆk〉GGE = ∂
∂λk
∑
k
ln(1− e−λk) = 1
eλk − 1 . (42)
Imposing the conservation of nˆk, i.e. that (42) equals (39), we get the desired
Lagrange multipliers
eλk = 1 + n−1k = 1 + d
−2
k . (43)
The field two-point function in the GGE is easily calculated in momentum
space, where each mode can be treated independently, leading to
〈ϕkϕ†k〉GGE =
〈
2
k
(ak + a
†
−k)(a−k + a
†
k)
〉
=
2
k
(
〈a†−ka−k〉+ 〈aka†k〉
)
=
2
k
1 + e−λk
1− e−λk . (44)
Plugging in (44) the value of λk found in (43) gives
〈ϕkϕ†k〉GGE =
2
k
(1 + 2d2k) =
2k + (
0
k)
2
2k
0
k
. (45)
By taking the Fourier transform, we finally get the GGE two-point function
〈ϕnϕ0〉GGE =
∫ pi
−pi
e−ikn
((0k)
2 + 2k)
2k
0
k
dk, (46)
which is identical to the long time limit after a quench reported in Eq. (37).
Let us comment that the above GGE calculation is elementary and extremely
easy; it is also much simpler than the one for the full time evolution presented
in the previous section. This simplicity matches the spirit of statistical physics:
to describe the physical properties of a stationary state we should be able to
keep only the relevant information and not its entire microscopical knowledge
and time history.
We just proved that the two-point correlation function of the field ϕi for
large time after the quench is the same as in the generalised Gibbs ensemble. It
is possible to repeat an identical calculation for the other two-point functions,
namely 〈pin(t)pi0(t)〉 and 〈pin(t)ϕ0(t)〉 and show that all of them for large times
converge to the GGE value. Given that we are dealing with a quadratic the-
ory, all the local observables can be written in terms of two-point functions by
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means of the Wick theorem. Hence, all local observables converge to the GGE
predictions for large times. Indeed, there is a also direct way of writing the
entire reduced density matrix of a finite subsystem of length ` in terms of the
correlation functions at distance smaller or equal to ` [49], but its derivation
goes beyond the time of these lectures. We remand the interested reader to the
reviews [50, 51].
The mass quench in the harmonic chain is just one example among the
many showing that in quadratic theories (both bosonic and fermionic) the two-
point functions long time after a quench are describable by a GGE. Hence,
by Wick theorem, the entire reduced density matrix of a finite subsystem is
described by a GGE (see e.g. Refs. [7, 18, 19, 20, 21, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] for
other examples). In general showing this property requires only some reasonable
physical assumptions on the initial states (see e.g. [20, 57, 58]).
We conclude this section by mentioning what happens for interacting inte-
grable models. The most important conceptual and technical advance in the
field has been surely the introduction of the Quench Action approach [59, 60].
This technique allows us to have an analytic knowledge of the stationary state
once the overlaps between the initial state and the Hamiltonian eigenstates are
known. Many exact results have been systematically obtained in integrable
models [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71]. Thanks to the quench action
solutions of the XXZ spin-chain [63, 64] it has been possible to discover that
the GGE built with known (ultra)local charges [72, 73, 74] is not describing cor-
rectly [75, 76] the steady state and that new families of quasi-local conservation
laws should be included in the GGE [34, 35, 77]. This is extremely important
because when a complete set of charges is known, the stationary state can be
built circumventing the knowledge of the overlaps required for quench action so-
lution, as e.g. done in [78, 79, 80, 81]. In the quench action formalism, the time
evolution of local observables is obtained as a sum of contributions coming from
excitations over the stationary state [59]. However, this sum has not yet been
worked out analytically in any truly interacting model, but only numerically in
one case [82] and for non-interacting systems [59, 83, 84].
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6. Quasi-particle picture and entanglement thermodynamics
In this final section, we present a physical picture (firstly introduced in
[85]) that allows us to provide analytic predictions for the time evolution of
the entanglement entropy for integrable systems. The ab-initio calculation of
entanglement entropy is an extremely challenging task. For Gaussian theories
it is possible to relate the entanglement entropy to the two-point correlation
functions [50, 51], as we mentioned in Sec. 5. Anyhow, for quench problems,
extracting analytic asymptotic results from the correlation matrix technique is
a challenging task that has been performed for free fermions [90] but not yet
for free bosonic theories such as the harmonic chain of the previous section. We
shall see instead that this picture provides an analytic prediction for the time
evolution of the entanglement entropy which perfectly match numerical data
without requiring any computational effort.
This quasi-particle picture [85, 5] goes as follows. The initial state |ψ0〉 has
a very high energy relative to the ground state of the hamiltonian H governing
the subsequent time evolution, and therefore acts as a source of quasiparticle
excitations. For the harmonic chain of the previous section, these quasiparticles
are the modes of opposite momenta in which the initial state can be decomposed
(cf. Eq. (27)). Particles emitted from different points are incoherent, but pairs
of particles moving to the left or right from a given point are entangled and are
responsible for carrying entanglement and correlations throughout the system.
A given particle of momentum p has energy p and velocity vp = dp/dp. Once
the two particles separate, they move ballistically throughout the system and we
ignore any scattering between them (this is the main assumption of the picture
that is justified only in integrable models). Thus, a quasiparticle of momentum
p produced at x is at x + vpt at time t and its entangled partner is at x− vpt.
This picture is valid in the space-time scaling limit in which both time and
separation are large, but their ratio is arbitrary.
Now consider these quasiparticles as they reach either A or B at time t.
The point x′ ∈ A is entangled with that at a point x′′ ∈ B only if a pair of
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Figure 1: Quasiparticle picture for the spreading of entanglement. At time t = 0 each point
acts as a source of pairs of quasiparticle excitations which move ballistically throughout the
system. The arrows represent the fastest quasiparticles with velocity vmax and the halo stands
for the other quasiparticles with |vp| < vmax.
entangled particles emitted from a point x arrive simultaneously at x′ and x′′
(see Fig. 1). The entanglement entropy between A and B is proportional to
the number of pairs quasiparticles that are shared between A and B after being
emitted together from an arbitrary point x. This is proportional to the length
of the interval in x such that x′ = x± vpt ∈ A and x′′ = x∓ vpt ∈ B.
In order to complete the picture, we have to fix the rate of production of
pairs quasiparticles of momentum (p,−p) and the contribution of the pair to
the entanglement entropy itself. We assume that the combined results of these
two effects is in a function f(p) which depends only on the momentum of the
quasiparticles. This function f(p) encodes all information about the initial state.
Putting together the various pieces, the total entanglement entropy is
SA(t) ≈
∫
x′∈A
dx′
∫
x′′∈B
dx′′
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
∫
dpf(p)δ
(
x′−x−vpt
)
δ
(
x′′−x+vpt
)
, (47)
which is valid for an arbitrary bipartion. Now specialise to the case where A is
an interval of length `. In this case the integral is easily worked out as
SA(t) ≈ 2t
∫ ∞
0
dpf(p)2vpθ(`− 2vpt) + 2`
∫ ∞
0
dpf(p)θ(2vpt− `)
= 2t
∫
2vpt<`
dpf(p)2vp + 2`
∫
2vpt>`
dpf(p). (48)
Let us analyse critically this form. For large times, the domain of the first in-
tegral shrinks to zero and so the integral vanishes (unless the integrand diverges
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strongly, but this is unphysical). Thus the stationary value of the entanglement
entropy is
SA(∞) ≈ 2`
∫ ∞
0
dpf(p) = `
∫ ∞
−∞
dpf(p), (49)
using that f(p) = f(−p) by construction. Now, let us assume that a maximum
speed of propagation of quasiparticles vmax exists. In lattice models with a finite
dimensional Hilbert space (e.g. a spin-chain) this is guaranteed by the famous
Lieb-Robinson bound [86], but there are also other circumstances when such
a bound exists such as in relativistic field theories. Now since |v(p)| ≤ vmax,
the second term cannot contribute if t < t∗ = `/(2vmax) (again the domain of
integration shrinks to zero), so that in this regime SA(t) is strictly linear in t.
For t > t∗, the fastest quasiparticles (those with velocities close to vmax) do not
keep increasing the entanglement, but slower quasiparticles arrives at any time
and so the entanglement entropy slowly saturates to the asymptotic value (49).
The typical behaviour of the entanglement entropy resulting from Eq. (48) is
reported in Fig. 2 where the various curves correspond to the actual predictions
for the harmonic chain that we are going to derive in next section.
The entanglement entropy after a quench has been considered in many nu-
merical papers [85, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96] for a variety of models:
Gaussian, interacting integrable, and non-integrable and all of them showed a
qualitative behaviour which is compatible with the quasi-particles picture (48)
(in some complicated cases, like when the quasiparticles are confined [97] or
move on geodesic that are not straight lines [98], the picture should be adjusted
accordingly to match the results). Until recently, only for free fermionic models
[90] it was possible to exactly calculate the entanglement entropy in the space-
time scaling limit, which perfectly agreed with the quasiparticle prediction (48).
The goal of the remaining part of these lectures is to make generically the
quasiparticle picture quantitative predictive. In order to do so, we need to fix
the function f(p) in (48) in terms of the quench parameters. The idea proposed
in Ref. [99] (see also [100]) is that f(p) can be deduced from the knowledge
of the thermodynamic entropy and using the fact that for infinite time the
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Figure 2: Entanglement entropy after a quantum quench in the harmonic chain as a function
of x = t/`. The initial mass is fixed to m0 = 4 and the three curves correspond to final mass
equal to m = 2, 1, 0 respectively. The vertical lines show the end of the linear behaviour at
t∗ = `/(2vmax).
entanglement entropy density equals the thermodynamic one, cf. Eq. (16). For
the harmonic chain we have already all the needed ingredients ready to show
how this reasoning works, as we are going to do in the following subsection.
6.1. The entanglement entropy in the harmonic chain
The entanglement entropy after a global quench in the harmonic chain has
been studied numerically (by correlation matrix techniques) in several papers
[87, 88, 89]. Here we determine the function f(p) in the quasiparticle picture
exploiting the fact that for infinite time the entanglement entropy density equals
the thermodynamic one as in Eq. (16). The latter can be easily calculated since
the stationary ensemble is the GGE in Eq. (38) with known λk (cf. Eq. (43)).
Calculating the thermodynamic entropy is a trivial exercise in statistical
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physics, indeed
SGGE = −TrρGGE ln ρGGE = −Tre
−∑k λknˆk
Z
ln
e−
∑
k λknˆk
Z
=
Tr
[
ρGGE
(∑
k
λknˆk + lnZ
)]
=
∑
k
−λk ∂ lnZ
∂λk
+ lnZ. (50)
Using the actual form of Z =
∏
k(1− e−λk)−1 (cf. Eq. (41)), we obtain
SGGE =
N−1∑
k=0
λk
eλk − 1
+ ln(1− e−λk) =
N−1∑
k=0
(nk + 1) ln(nk + 1)− nk lnnk, (51)
where we used nk = 1/(e
λk − 1), cf. Eq. (43). In the thermodynamic limit the
sum over the momenta becomes an integral and the final result is
SGGE = L
∫ pi
−pi
dk
2pi
[(nk + 1) ln(nk + 1)− nk lnnk] ≡ L
∫ pi
−pi
dks(k) , (52)
where in the rightmost side of the equation we introduced the mode entropy
density s(k) = (nk + 1) ln(nk + 1)− nk lnnk.
Eq. (52) is exactly what we have been searching for to make the quasi-
particle picture quantitative. Indeed it tells us how much each mode k con-
tributes to the thermodynamic entropy. Since for infinite time the thermody-
namic and the entanglement entropy have the same density, s(k) represents also
the contribution of the mode to the entanglement entropy. But, according to
Eq. (49) the contribution of each mode to the entanglement entropy is the
desired function f(k).
Thus, thanks to this identification, the time dependent entanglement entropy
after a quench in the harmonic chain is
SA(t) = t
∫
2|vk|t<`
dks(k)2|vk|+ `
∫
2|vk|t>`
dks(k), (53)
where the various quantities have been already defined in these notes, but we
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repeat here for convenience
s(k) = (nk + 1) ln(nk + 1)− nk lnnk (54)
nk =
1
4
(
k
0k
+
0k
k
)
− 1
2
, (55)
k =
√
m2 + 2(1− cos(k)), (56)
vk =
dk
dk
=
sin k√
m2 + 2(1− cos(k)) . (57)
In Fig. 2 we report the time dependence of the entanglement entropy for
some quenches in the harmonic chain. These quasiparticle predictions perfectly
agree with the available numerical calculations (as those in [87, 88]).
6.2. Quasiparticle picture for interacting integrable models
In this final section we show how the quasiparticle picture can be exploited
to make predictions for the time evolution of the entanglement entropy in inter-
acting integrable models which can be solved by means of Bethe Ansatz. The
latter is a very technical and rather difficult subject that cannot be explained
in the remaining time (the interested reader can consult some existing excellent
textbooks [101, 102, 103]). Here we just summarise the line of thoughts that
brought to the final result.
A prototypical example of Bethe ansatz integrable models is the spin-1/2
XXZ spin chain with Hamiltonian
H =
L∑
i=1
[
Sxi S
x
i+1 + S
y
i S
y
i+1 + ∆
(
Szi S
z
i+1 −
1
4
)]
, (58)
where Sαi are spin-1/2 operators, and ∆ is the anisotropy parameter. We will
use this model as a reference case, but everything we will write is applicable to
arbitrary integrable models.
For a Bethe ansatz integrable model, the energy eigenstates are parametrised
by complex quasi-momenta {λj}Mj=1, satisfying a set of non-linear quantisation
conditions known as Bethe equations. The solutions of the Bethe equations
organise themselves into mutually disjoint patterns in the complex plane called
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strings [101]. Intuitively, a m-string solution corresponds to a bound state of m-
magnons, i.e. spin flips w.r.t. the ferromagnetic reference state. Here magnons
are the elementary quasiparticles as those seen in the harmonic chain, but in
the present case they can form bound states because of the interaction. Each
string/bound-state has its own quasi-momentum λ
(m)
α , where (m) stands for a
bound state of m particles. The Bethe equations induce effective equations for
the quantisation of the quasi-momenta of the bound states known as Bethe-
Takahashi equations [101]. In the thermodynamic limit, the rapidities for each
bound state of n particles form a dense set that can be described by smooth
distribution functions ρn,p(λ). One also needs to introduce the hole distribution
functions ρn,h(λ): they are a generalisation to the interacting case of the hole
distributions of an ideal Fermi gas at finite temperature [101, 102, 103]. Their
sum ρt,n(λ) ≡ ρn,p(λ) + ρn,h(λ) is usually denoted as total density.
Every set of densities identifies a thermodynamic macro-state. This cor-
responds to an exponentially large number of microscopic eigenstates, any of
which can be used as a representative for the macro-state. The total number
of representative microstates is eSY Y , with SY Y the thermodynamic Yang-Yang
entropy of the macrostate [104]
SY Y = sY Y L = L
∞∑
n=1
∫
dλ[ρn,t(λ) ln ρn,t(λ)
− ρn,p(λ) ln ρn,p(λ)− ρn,h(λ) ln ρn,h(λ)]
≡ L
∞∑
n=1
∫
dλs
(n)
Y Y [ρn,p, ρn,h](λ). (59)
In the quench action approach [59, 60], local properties of the post-quench
stationary state are described by a set of densities ρ∗n,p(λ) and ρ
∗
n,h(λ). Calcu-
lating these densities is a challenging task that has been performed only in a few
cases [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70, 71]. From the densities, the quasiparticle
thermodynamic entropy of the stationary ensemble (59) is sY Y [ρ
∗
n,p, ρ
∗
n,h](λ).
Integrability implies that different species of bound states are independent
quasiparticles. It is then natural to conjecture that the time evolution of the
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entanglement entropy is given by the sum of the quasiparticle picture for each
bound state, resulting in
S(t) =
∑
n
[
2t
∫
2|vn|t<`
dλvn(λ)sn(λ) + `
∫
2|vn|t>`
dλsn(λ)
]
, (60)
where the sum is over the types of particles n, vn(λ) is their velocity, and sn(λ)
their entropy. To give predictive power to (60), we have to determine vn(λ) and
sn(λ) in the Bethe ansatz framework for integrable models.
The first ingredient to use is the property that in the stationary state the den-
sity of thermodynamic entropy coincides with that of the entanglement entropy
in (60). This implies that sn(λ) = sY Y [ρ
∗
n,p, ρ
∗
n,h](λ). Moreover, the entangling
quasiparticles in (60) can be identified with the low-lying excitations around the
stationary state ρ∗. Their group velocities vn depend on the stationary state,
because the interactions induce a state-dependent dressing of the excitations.
These velocities vn can be calculated by Bethe ansatz techniques [105].
As it stands, Eq. (60) is an educated conjecture for the time evolution of
the entanglement entropy valid for an arbitrary integrable model. In Ref. [99]
it has been tested against extensive simulations in the XXZ spin chain for many
different initial states and for different values of the interaction parameter ∆.
The numerical data are found to be in perfect agreement with the conjecture
(60), providing a strong support for its correctness.
We conclude these lecture notes by mentioning that Eq. (60) represents a
deep conceptual breakthrough because it provides in a single compact formula
how the entanglement entropy becomes the thermodynamic entropy for an ar-
bitrary integrable model. Having an analogous description for non integrable
systems is a challenge that could lead to a deeper understanding of thermalisa-
tion, like in the recent cold atomic experiment [17].
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